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Fractionation Problems?

here's help for you . . .

This tireless servant in your laboratory will automatically collect any number (up to 200) of rigidly controlled samples of predetermined fluid volumes. Each collected sample may comprise any number of drops from one to four hundred. As each separate sampling is completed, the carriage automatically advances to repeat identical collections consecutively until the whole fractionation has been made.

All you have to do is to set it up for the conditions of the chosen experiment, short or long, and then leave it alone. The machine will plod along without attention hour after hour, all day (and night) long. When the job's done, it will shut itself off.

The Technicon Fraction Collector has been thoroughly tested in actual laboratory installations, where it has proven invaluable to busy research staffs. We shall be happy to send you details.


Saves time and labor
relieves laboratory staff of the fretful and time-consuming chore of fraction-cutting: releases workers for other duties.

Triples work output
you can run it twenty-four hours a day, continuously, to triple fractionation output as compared with an 8 hour laboratory day.

Gives greater resolution
by collecting a large number of small fractions, rather than a few gross ones, you'll get more data from a given fractionation, e.g. a chromatogram, or a fractional distillation.

Assures accuracy
because the possibility of human error is automatically ruled out. Now fraction-collection becomes a straightforward mechanical procedure.

Technicon
automatic fraction collector

Technicon Chromatography Corp.,
215 East 149th Street,
New York 51, N. Y.

Send me detailed information
on the Technicon Automatic Fraction Collector.

Name

Address

City

State
This is without any question the definitive work in the field. It covers the science of the relationship between living organisms and their environment with a thoroughness never before achieved.

Although the authors stress animal ecology, they have necessarily drawn on ideas from plant ecology, and have made continued use of the concepts in which plants and animals are considered together.

The keynote of the entire book is the handling of groups and populations and there is strong emphasis on environmental analysis. Throughout, ecology is integrated with genetics and evolution. The history of the science of ecology is carefully traced and you will find here a wealth of material on community surveys.

The lucid writing style of the authors makes this important new work indispensable in ecology courses. Every teacher in the biological sciences should have a copy at hand for himself and for the guidance of his students.

By W. C. ALLEE, Professor of Zoology, University of Chicago; ALFRED E. EMERSON, Professor of Zoology, University of Chicago; ORLANDO PARK, Professor of Zoology, Northwestern University; THOMAS PARK, Professor of Zoology, The University of Chicago; and KARL P. SCHMIDT, Chief Curator of Zoology, Chicago Natural History Museum. 837 pages, with 263 illustrations. New—Just off Press!

Fig. 67. The cattle heron, Bubulcus, shown with water buffalo, associates itself with the larger wild and domestic mammals throughout its range, from North Africa to the East Indies. The mutualist relation resembles that of the American cowbird. (Drawing by W. T. Beecher.)
Unique... because it is the only text on the management of irrigated soils. It takes the viewpoint of applied crop production rather than that of engineering, and shows how all factors must be integrated in solving field problems. Its two general sections cover the principles of irrigation and those of general soil management. Such problems as evaluating land for irrigation, irrigation practices for various crops, drainage, reclamation and control of biological properties of soil are a few of the topics covered. The authors are authorities at Utah State Agricultural College, the foremost center of investigation into this most important field.

Order your copy for examination
Includes Glossary, Appendix, Index
64 Tables—74 Illustrations—288 Pages—$5.00

NEW 2ND EDITION—AVAILABLE DECEMBER
McCORKLE
Survey of Physical Science for College Students

This is a general survey of the field—different because it is understandable and interesting to read. Chapters deal with astronomical aspects of physical science, with the earth and geology, weather and atmosphere, modern conceptions of the atom, forms of energy, and the chemical sciences. The book serves ideally for a survey and orientation course for college freshmen.

ORDER YOUR EXAMINATION COPY NOW

Please send the items checked; my check is enclosed □, charge my account □. It is understood that you will credit my account in full for any books that I wish to return within 10 days.

□ Thorne and Peterson's Irrigated Soils; Their Fertility and Management.
□ McCorkle's Survey of Physical Science for College Students.
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Corning presents...

A NEW LINE OF PYREX HIGH VACUUM STOP COCKS

The answer to leakage in high vacuum operations—these stop cocks have been designed and fabricated to meet the most critical requirements. They are ruggedly constructed with hollow stoppers and the longer barrels and stoppers provide greater surface area reducing the possibility of leakage. Special abrasives used for grinding assure tight joints. The arms are made of reinforced seals. Each stop cock is individually tested. This all adds up to dependable service under high vacuum.

PYREX brand high vacuum stop cocks are available in four different styles, oblique bore, oblique bore with vacuum cup, right angle side arms and offset side arms with bore sizes of 2, 4 and 6 mm. Eliminate leakage problems by ordering a supply of PYREX brand high vacuum stop cocks today.

Stocked by Leading Laboratory Supply Houses

CORNING GLASS WORKS • CORNING, N. Y.
LABORATORY GLASSWARE

TECHNICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION: LABORATORY GLASSWARE • SIGNALWARE • GLASS PIPE • GAUGE GLASSES • LIGHTINGWARE • OPTICAL GLASS • GLASS COMPONENTS
He finds trouble by ear

As this cableman runs his pickup coil along the cable, his ear tells him when he has hit the exact spot where unseen trouble is interfering with somebody’s telephone service.

Trouble develops when water enters a cable sheath cracked perhaps by a bullet or a flying stone. With insulation damaged, currents stray from one wire to another or to the sheath. At the telephone office, electrical tests on the faulty wires tell a repairman approximately where to look for the damage.

A special “tracer” current, sent over the faulty wires, generates a magnetic field. Held against the sheath, an exploring coil picks up the distinctive tracer signal and sends it through an amplifier on the man’s belt to headphones. A change in signal strength along the cable tells the exact location of the “fault.”

Compact, light, simple to use, this test set makes it easier for repairmen to keep your line in order. It is another example of how Bell Laboratories research helps make Bell Telephone service the most dependable in the world.
The Diagnosis of Pancreatic Disease

by Louis Bauman, M.D., Formerly Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine, Columbia Univ., and Assistant Visiting Physician to the Presbyterian Hospital, New York.

A monograph on the pancreatic function tests and their application to the diagnosis of pancreatic disease.

"Dr. Bauman's experience during the past twenty-five years in the study of metabolic disease and pancreatic lesions, in association with the medical and surgical services at the Columbia-Presbyterian Clinic, eminently qualify him in his analysis of the large mass of clinical and laboratory data in these fields. His management is based upon carefully checked and followed clinical histories . . .

"This is a much-needed monograph and should stimulate further studies in the clinics of this country in pancreatic disease."—from the Foreword by Allen O. Whipple, M.D.
Far ahead of the field!

It will pay you to investigate the most advanced and complete instrument for electrophoretic analysis

Electrophoresis Apparatus

Exclusive Features - not to be found elsewhere

- Most economical because of greater analytical capacity.
- Most useful for research and routine work.
- High sensitivity ... can detect protein concentrations as low as 0.002%.
- Operates continuously regardless of atmospheric conditions, except for servicing.
- Most complete ... includes rapid dialysis facilities, chamber for freezing and storing specimens, sealed mechanical refrigeration system, precision Schlieren optics, complete photographic facilities, and a rotatable triple diaphragm for selecting slit, bar and straightedge patterns.
- Compact ... measures only 30 x 37 x 67 inches high. Moved about with ease.
- More convenient ... operator works in front of the instrument. All parts at convenient heights and locations.
- Shipped ready for operation.
- Accommodates semi-micro, macro, macropreparative, adsorption, and conductivity cells.
- Engineered for long life. Components rated far beyond their normal operating requirements.

BULLETIN 21
TELLS THE ENTIRE STORY
Write for your copy

American Instrument Co., Inc.
Scientific Instruments
Silver Spring, Maryland
In Metropolitan Washington, D.C.
Another MOSBY Book!

The Official Preparations of Pharmacy

By CHARLES OREN LEE, Ph.D., Professor of Pharmacy,
Purdue University School of Pharmacy, Lafayette, Indiana

528 Pages Illustrated

PRICE, $5.50

PRESENTING THE PROBLEMS OF PHARMACY AND CHEMISTRY
WHICH ARE INVOLVED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF THE OFFICIAL PREPARATIONS—INCLUDING DEFINITIONS AND PROCESSES

The purpose of this book is to present the problems of pharmacy and chemistry which are involved in the manufacture of the official preparations to the beginner—whether a student in college or an apprentice in a modern pharmacy. It discusses preparations which are official in the United States Pharmacopoeia XIII and the National Formulary VIII.

The plan of the book is as follows:
1. A general discussion of each class of the preparations.
2. The general discussion is followed by a list of the preparations in a given class, arranged alphabetically according to the official English title.
3. Comments are given about each preparation, including the problems of its manufacture and other points of information.

The general discussions include definitions and processes involved in the manufacture of the preparations, together with discussions of the equipment regarded as useful in the making of the products in question. Dr. Lee's experience as a professor of Pharmacy at Purdue University eminently qualifies him to treat the subject of general pharmacy with authority—and the book is a sound teaching guide in a difficult course.

Order Form

The C. V. Mosby Company
3207 Washington Blvd.
St. Louis 3, Missouri

Please send me Lee's THE OFFICIAL PREPARATIONS OF PHARMACY. The Price is $5.50.

☐ Enclosed find check. ☐ Charge my account.

Name ........................................................................................................................................

Address ......................................................................................................................................
An Unusual Line of
IMPULSE REGISTERS

FLUSH MOUNTED Type with single hole mounting and plastic case. Widely used for panel mounting.

TYPE 401-A with fully enclosed plastic desk case and non-removable-top binding posts. See the complete specifications below.

SPECIFICATIONS OF IMPULSE REGISTER NO. 401-A
Accurately Registers Up to 60 Impulses Per Second
Main, easily-read sweep dial reads 0 to 100 directly
Sweep dial plus auxiliaries read 0 to 9,999 impulses without extra equipment
4000 ohm D.C. resistance
Operates on as low as 100 milliwatt
Small, compact, light weight
Durable, rugged construction to withstand unavoidable accidents
Dimensions: 3" x 4" Weight: 2 lbs.

FLUSH MOUNTED Type with four auxiliary dials making possible direct readings to 999,999 impulses. Similar in construction to regular Flush Mounting.

Cyclotron Specialties Impulse Registers were originally designed to meet the exacting requirements of radio-activity research workers. Their outstanding performance has attained for them acceptance in nearly every scientific field and today, many special types are in use by scientific workers throughout the world.

Cyclotron Specialties Registers are unique in their ability to operate at exceptionally high speeds with complete accuracy and without adjustment or maintenance. They are unexcelled for high speed impulse recording and mechanical operations requiring counting in precise quantities.

In addition to the Cyclotron Specialties Registers illustrated, other types include higher speeds, electrical reset, add and subtract type and higher totalization. Inquiries for these special types will receive prompt attention.

Immediate Delivery of all Types in Reasonable Quantities

Cyclotron Specialties Company
MORACA 1, CALIFORNIA
Patented design seals off upper surface of each prism with Neoprene ring... Protects precision optics from dust and dirt... Assures maximum clarity and accuracy, life-long service.

**WIDER FIELDS!**

Critical focus on larger area than ever before... Advanced design optical system insures true stereopsis... Finest optics ever produced for wide field work.

**Plus**

Higher eyepoint • Dustproof nosepiece • Sturdier mechanical construction • and many other advantages you'll want.

*Write* today for complete information and demonstration. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 642-N St. Paul St., Rochester 2, N. Y.